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action for curbing imports of wine. After talks with the French winegrowers the French Prime Minister, Jacques Chirac, saw no other solution than to impose an import tax on Italian wine. The tax will amount to 11.3 centimes per litre of 10 degree table wine, with the amount of tax rising according to alcoholic content.

Chirac sees no reason why the French measures should be illegal; Italy itself took a similar way last year concerning beef imports. Nevertheless, European farm ministers regard this measure as a threat to the common agricultural policy. Still a common front against France could not be accomplished. So the Italian Government resorted to discussing own measures against imports of cattle, corn, and milk from France. Although the situation seems to be quite difficult a solution in this case will probably again be just a matter of time. One gets used to the European phenomenon that in those fields where national pressure groups represent a great political power, a common agreement can often be reached only after a certain period of tug-of-war. The general problem of unilateral actions within an economic community, however, remains. Other member nations might be tempted by the French move to take comparable measures to protect certain products. Indeed, no good way to perform a union. 

Cyclical Policies

Equal Steps of National Programmes

On occasion of the annual meeting of IMF and World Bank the industrialized nations, particularly the US, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Japan, were called upon to slacken their deflationary policies in view of worldwide high unemployment, low utilization of productive capacities, and declining output, and to stimulate demand — the more so since the fight against inflation seems to have been somewhat successful. The US, Germany, and France had already adopted expansionary programmes and thus met corresponding demands to a far-reaching extent; now the Netherlands and Japan followed suit by switching over to vigorous efforts to stimulate economic activity. The makers of economic policies thus have taken the consequences resulting from a hitherto unknown experience: in the present situation, which is characterized by an involuntary cyclical synchronization, the economic problems are the same everywhere, and there is not much use in waiting for help from outside; neither is it possible to stimulate one’s own economy at the others’ expense. It has been comprehended that the worldwide recession can only be overcome by a harmonisation of domestic counter-cyclical policies.

Because of their cumulative effect the chances for a success of the programmes may be assessed as favourable. A change in the American cyclical climate, for which there are first indications, will have a positive impact on Japan which entertains a flourishing exchange of goods with the US. The forceful measures taken in France to stimulate business activity, on the other hand, should promote primarily intra-EC trade. However, it will be of utmost importance to the world economy that the individual countries, after their synchronous sliding into the recession, will now also jointly participate in the upswing.

Africa

Tanzam Railway Completed

China’s biggest development aid project in Africa has been completed. 18 months before the promised date, Chinese-African mixed construction gangs reached Kapiri Mposhi in Zambia, the rail junction where the new Tanzam Line reaches the old-established Zambian rail network. Passenger and goods traffic over the whole length of about 1,600 miles, which is the distance from Tanzania’s ocean port of Dar es Salaam to the Zambian Copper Belt, will soon be opened.

Both Tanzania and Zambia are justified in expecting, from the operations of the new railway, substantial economic benefits. For Tanzania it means additional revenue and the opening-up of a wide belt of land on both sides of the rail tracks. For landlocked Zambia it will be a decisive traffic artery to the sea, at least as long as the political situation in Angola remains uncertain. In the ports of Angola, Mozambique, and Tanzania huge stocks of raw materials, machinery, and other investment goods bound for Zambia have been accumulating and are immobilized through the civil war in Angola or through the hopeless congestion of ports. The lack of these essential goods has caused some thorny problems for Zambia. Several manufacturing plants had to be closed, and more difficulties are likely to crop up as time passes. Recently there have also been difficulties in dispatching goods via Kenya’s main port of Mombasa.

Rail transport, compared with road haulage that, so far, has been the only means of connecting Dar es Salaam with Zambia, will offer considerable savings in freight costs. But one difficult obstacle has still to be removed: Dar es Salaam is not only one of the most expensive but also one of the slowest ports on the East African coast. Whether, and to what extent the new facilities for carrying away quickly and more cheaply bulk goods from Dar es Salaam may also help to dissolve the port’s congestion and to increase its handling speed remains to be seen. 